Market Report Cashew
Our view on the current market
April - 2022

Highlights

Which effect will the current worldwide energy crisis and war
in Ukraine will have on demand?
Will price levels of kernels will go up the required RCN price
offers of will RCN prices will have to come down to match the
bidded kernels prices?
Spot availability seems to be down on cashews!

Demand of Cashew

Due to the higher energy prices on gas and electric the general
feeling is that could effect demand dramatically, because of the
high impact it seems to have on the family’s budget.
Not forgetting that the general bigger demand before Eastern and
the Ramadan seems to be fulfilled now. In addition to this new
crop Vietnam and Cambodia have arrived, which quality seems
better than previously expected. In the last few weeks kernels
prices seemed to have increased a little
A comment from our agent: The ongoing Ukraine-Russia conflict
have triggered significant consequences to global supply chain in
general and cashew industry in particular.
There were shipments to Russia which had to be diverted to other
ports to wait or change route. Most big courier companies like
DHL, UPS, FEDEX stop courier service from Vietnam to Russia so
Vietnamese packer cannot send documents to their buyers in
Russia and have to send docs to another nearby country.
Ocean freight/transportation is
price of petrol. It’s likely that
compared to last year due
consumers/supermarket are not
they have to cut costs.

skyrocketing with the climbing
demand in EU/US will be less
to these impact when final
willing to pay high cost and/or

Price levels

RCN prices have stabilized/firming as well there fore it seems that
conclusion might be that kernel prices should increase. This seems
to be proven by the increased demand, but also the reluctancy of
the shellers to offer prices for the second have period 2022 or First
Half 2023.
A comment from our agent was as follows some time ago: “As all
people in cashew industry understand that price of RCN is much
higher compared to kernel price, no parity for processors, but this
situation has been prolonging for several months already due to
oversupply of kernels to the market. There likely be purification in
cashew industry and big change with processors in Vietnam.
Right now many big processors have plan to reduce processing
capacity as lowest as they can. Some processors/exporter will face
difficult to get new financing from their bank because the bank
see clearly that no profit for processing, they will scare to give loan
to weak financing packer. Though processors get loss these days
but many of them have to accept to sell stock at loss because they
don’t see uptrend for nearby shipment. Some packer who get loan
from the bank, they may need to continue exporting to maintain
financing from the bank, otherwise they have to pay back USD to
their bank when the loan is matured. Some packer also need to
process to maintain work for their workers.
If not process, big company have to pay around 70% salary to their
worker. There is some company who does not depend much on the
bank, do not have pressure to keep works for workers then they
close factory and wait for suitable time to operate again if they can
find out matching between kernels and raw material“.

Aldebaran’s advice

In case you need to cover still second half 2022, try to start by
covering between 25-40% of your needs.
Keep a good eye on your spot requirements because tight
situation might lead to quickj increases.
Another worry could be the Euro//U$ dollar values in Europe.

Spot Goods
Due to all these uncertain effect as specified under "Demand" and
"Price levels", unsold goods are getting less and less due to the
uncertain situation traders are not making big purchases anymore,
resulting in tight spot market situation recently.
Aldebaran has got the following goods still available though:
7 mt Indian WW 320, crop 2021
22 mt India SW 320, crop 2021
15 mt Vietnamese WW 320, crop 2021
10 mt Vietnamese WW 450, crop 2021
10 mt Vietnamese LP, crop 2021
7 mt Vietnamese WS, crop 2021
By all means, if you have any spot or afloat goods to sell yourself,
kindly let us know. Usually we can always find a new home for these.
If you have any questions, kindly contact us via trade@aldebaran.nl.

